In this paper, we list the goals for and the pros and cons of guidance, and we discuss the role that it can play not only in key low-level visualization tasks but also the more sophisticated model-generation tasks of visual analytics. Recent advances in artificial intelligence, particularly in machine learning, have led to high hopes regarding the possibilities of using automatic techniques to perform some of the tasks that are currently done manually using visualization by data analysts. However, visual analytics remains a complex activity, combining many different subtasks. Some of these tasks are relatively low-level, and it is clear how automation could play a role-for example, classification and clustering of data. Other tasks are much more abstract and require significant human creativity, for example, linking insights gleaned from a variety of disparate and heterogeneous data artifacts to build support for decision making. In this paper, we outline the potential applications of guidance, as well as the inputs to guidance. We discuss challenges in implementing guidance, including the inputs to guidance systems and how to provide guidance to users. We propose potential methods for evaluating the quality of guidance at different phases in the analytic process and introduce the potential negative effects of guidance as a source of bias in analytic decision making.
Introduction
A research agenda by Thomas and Cook in 2005 proposed ''Visual Analytics'' as a more holistic approach to visual data understanding then was being explored at the time by visualization researchers and practitioners (Cook and Thomas, 2005) . Specifically, it was intended to address problems of making visual analysis scale to very large quantities of data, but was also intended to broaden the research to consider human reasoning models and processes in order to create truly effective analysis tools. It also called for exploration of ''human-machine interaction'' and ''mixed initiative supervisory control systems'' (Cook and Thomas, 2005, p. 50) . In the intervening years great strides have been made by machine learning and data mining researchers to build automated data analysis tools with growing sophistication. We have begun to rely on algorithms in more areas of our day-to-day lives, a key example being the modern ubiquitous reliance by drivers on turn-by-turn navigation systems. In this scenario, the machine is the ture guide while the human performs the relatively menial operation of steering the car.
While in 2005 Thomas and Cook spoke frequently of ''facilitation'' to describe a visual analytics system's role in supporting human data analysis, the notion of machine ''guidance'' has recently been introduced into visual analytics by Ceneda et al. (2017) . The creep in language used to describe the collaboration between human and machine in the domain of visual analytics may imply a growing confidence that the future of visual analytics systems is one where analysts are guided to insights by the machine rather than achieving those insights through their own agency. However, we are not there yet-there is no practical visual analytics system https://doi.org/10.1016/j.visinf.2018.09.003 2468-502X/© 2018 Zhejiang University and Zhejiang University Press. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). in which control is handed to the machine at the level to which humans allow themselves to be guided by in car-navigation systems. Such guidance systems in visual analytics remain largely theoretical, with practical systems incorporating guidance mostly only at the demonstration stage, as surveyed in Section 2. In Section 3 we broadly look at what the goals for a guidance system should be in an ideal visual analytics system. In Section 5 we look more closely at recent models of guidance in visual analytics and illicit their shortcomings and incompatibilities. In Section 6 we seek to unify and extend these models to suggest more concrete roles for guidance in visual analytics systems. The work characterizing guidance systems emerging from the visual analytics literature speaks of very high-level ''analytical'' and ''sense-making tasks'' that are significantly more abstract than the tasks generally considered in models of information visualization. In Section 7 we review these tasks and extend our discussion to include opportunities here also for guidance. In Section 8 we tie these together as buildingblocks for a practical workflow for users of systems incorporating guidance. Finally, in Section 9 we look at how a guidance system in visual analytics can be evaluated for effectiveness.
Background
The topic of machine guidance for analytic activities has been of growing interest as the power of machine learning opens new opportunities. The recent paper by Ceneda et al. (2017) introduces a formal description of the opportunities for automated guidance in visual analytics, centered around the knowledge gaps, inputs and outputs, and guidance degree. We plan to expand on this model by broadening the concept of guidance to include just-in-time facilitation which may make analyses processes more efficient by presenting tools and templates at the appropriate moment. Ceneda et al. build their model of guidance atop van Wijk' s model of visualization (van Wijk, 2006) , presenting opportunities for guidance at a high level in the process diagram. We investigate the potential role of facilitation across lower-level task taxonomies, e.g., Brehmer and Munzner (2013) and more sophisticated models of visual analytics (Andrienko et al., 2018) . Specific instantiations of guidance have been reported, for example, helpful interventions when eye-tracking indicates an analyst is exhibiting signs of confusion (Conati et al., 2013; Toker and Conati, 2014; Panwar and Collins, 2018) or when a logging system detects sub-optimal search strategies (Brown et al., 2014) . There have also been investigations into the role of machine intelligence in revealing a potential bias in an analysis process (Wall et al., 2017a) , by exposing the differences between the data a user has seen and the overall characteristics of the full dataset. On the other hand, others have raised concerns about the potentially negative impacts of guidance, or machine learning in general, advocating instead for agency and freedom of the analyst (Dörk et al., 2013) . Our exploration of the role of guidance will acknowledge the potential pros and cons of each form of guidance with examples from the literature where appropriate. We consider different levels of guidance and facilitation, from low-level operations on adjustment of visual displays to highlevel analysis tasks such as model development and evaluation.
The term guidance refers to providing the user with help when the user experiences difficulties, e.g., does not know which tool to use or how to proceed in analysis. The term facilitation has a broader meaning. It includes guidance but also any possible ways to make the work of the analyst more efficient. There is also a subtle but important difference between the two terms where machine guidance may imply the machine has control or power over the user, while machine facilitation implies the machine plays a more neutral role in supporting the user's agency.
The paper by Federico et al. (2017) introduced a conceptual model of Knowledge-Assisted visual analytics by including different knowledge types, namely domain and operational knowledge as well as tacit and explicit knowledge of the user. Their model proposes to capture the explicit knowledge of the user either by externalization of the tacit knowledge or by a computer-simulated cognitive process. A limitation of the Federico model is that it considers only one channel of information flow from machine to human: the visualization itself. The Ceneda model includes additional channels of information flow from machine guidance to human, via ''cues'' and ''options'' (which are presumably more transient notifications to the user than the visualization itself) and also ''prescribing'' changes to the ''specification''.
Elements of user guidance can currently be seen in many stateof-the-art visual analytics (VA) systems: Advizor Solutions Advizor, Tableau, Qlik, TIBCO Spotfire, TIBCO Jaspersoft SAS JMP, SAS Visual Analytics, IBM Cognos Analytics, SAP Lumira, Microsoft Power BI, ESRI ArcGIS, GeoTime, and Centrifuge, each of which supports exploratory analysis, goal-driven analysis, or a mix of both. Some of these VA systems are targeted to a specific domain, such as ArcGIS and GeoTime focusing on location-based analytics, and Centrifuge targeting cybersecurity and unstructured network data. Other systems claim to provide a multi-domain interactive visualization and analytics solution. Behrisch et al. (2018b) evaluated commercially available visual analytics systems for the following features: Data Handling and Management; Automatic Analysis; Complex Data Types, Visualization; User-Guidance, Perception, Cognition; and Infrastructure. State-of-the-art visual analytics systems are highly interactive and allow interactive exploration of the data for analysis. All of these VA systems support automatic predictive analysis for lower-level tasks such as clustering and outlier detection, classification, and regression, alert mechanisms, and auto-updating of data sources, but they fail to implement a logic-driven conditional analysis and comparative analysis of potential scenarios. Advizor is capable of calculating the intermediate visualization results via samplingbased calculations and predictive analysis methods whereas the SAS Visual Analytics system achieves the same using incremental updates from long-running tasks. The review of Behrisch et al. revealed that today's VA systems are rich in features to reduce cognitive overload: recommending visualizations (e.g., Tableau's Show Me feature), analyzing the data types, presenting a ranked list of visualizations, providing data previews, and offering guidance for analysis via some form of wizard. They also support building macros by recording and rerunning of procedures.
In general, the analysis workflow models implemented in the state-of-the-art VA systems are more interactive and are capable of dealing with large volume and variation of data, but guidance is still limited. Analysts are often left alone in an overwhelming and confusing visualization space too large to explore by themselves.
Goals and aspects of guidance
To discuss guidance in a systematic manner, we begin with defining the goals of guidance in visual analytics. We can start very broadly. What makes an ideal guide? The precise answer to this question will vary based on the domain, the type of data, the type of enquiry required. The goal of a user of a visual analytics tool most broadly is to gain accurate knowledge about a dataset in order to answer analysis questions. This is different from the example of in-car navigation, an existing and arguably successful guidance system, mentioned in our introduction, where the computer explicitly directs the user in a fairly menial task. The user's cognitive load is minimized, but their knowledge of their environment grows little. Indeed they no-longer need to pay attention to geography, and their focus is reduced to keeping lanes and avoiding obstacles. It is a short step to replace the human-driver entirely with an AI for the remaining tasks. Some of what we currently describe as data analysis is also potentially or already completely automated. Share trading (Cha, 2007) and tumor detection (te Brake et al., 2000; Babu Vallabhaneni and Rajesh, 2017) are examples where at least some of the tasks can be performed entirely autonomously.
Visualization's role in visual analytics is the most compelling in data analysis tasks where the nature of the task is not easily specified ahead of time. The contents of the dataset are unknown, and the opportunities for analyzing the data are not or only partially understood, and so on. In these situations, the abilities of humans to be aware of a broader context for the data and to make a growing awareness of the data into decisions that affect the real world is key and still well beyond the capabilities that we would entrust to an artificial intelligence. Thus, in what aspects can our currently limited machine processes complement human abilities? That is, what are appropriate and attainable goals for a guidance systems research agenda?
To inform: This most broad goal echoes the overarching visual analytics described above: to grow knowledge of an unknown dataset. A guide could suggest useful starting points for human visual analysis. For example, the Voyager system is a mixed-initiative system that combines recommendations of potentially interesting views of particular dimensions in data, with a user interface that makes it easy for the user to browse and then drill into or recast results (Wongsuphasawat et al., 2017) .
To mitigate bias: Human susceptibility and difficulty in avoiding different types of bias are well studied by psychologists. Wall et al. (2017b) discuss the danger of bias in visual analytics systems, but also the role it plays in analysis, where actively refuting bias by exploring the data, is a legitimate way to drive knowledge and consensus forward. The take-away for a guidance system therefore may not be to eliminate bias, but to keep the analyst aware of their own bias or the biases of others.
To reduce cognitive load: Guidance systems may keep track of analysis processes (capture provenance) and make suggestions to make analysis more efficient, for example extrapolating from current views or recent actions to suggest alternative next steps (Gotz and Zhou, 2009) .
For training: Guidance systems may be used to improve usability for novices learning about a new visualization or visual analytics system. Approaches such as visualization by analogy (Ruchikachorn and Mueller, 2015) and suggested interactivity (Boy et al., 2016) may be useful here, if they were made to dynamically appear on demand. Furthermore, guidance systems which draw on the analysis processes carried out by experts may be useful for experience transfer to raise the skill level of novices (Matejka et al., 2009) .
For engagement: Mixed-initiative interaction systems may leverage bio-sensing and other tools of affective computing to provide personalized and just-in-time guidance to mitigate or prevent frustration and increase engagement in an analysis process (Conati et al., 2013; Panwar and Collins, 2018; McDuff et al., 2012) .
To verify conclusions: Guidance systems may provide assistance in downstream tests related to visual analytics processes, such as running statistical tests on specific hypotheses, verifying findings, monitoring incoming data for changes in detected patterns, and testing the stability and sensitivity of findings.
In addition to supporting these goals, appropriate guidance should never be harmful, and should only suggest actions and views, rather than prescribe them.
Guidance may be classified broadly into low-level and highlevel guidance. Low-level guidance deals with suggestions such as clicking a specific button or viewing particular data in a visualization. High-level guidance provides suggestions about the process of analytics. Strategies here include branching out (''showing something different''), which may reduce bias, reinforcing (''more like this'') which could help to confirm hypotheses, and serendipity, or a guided random approach, which may increase discovery.
Furthermore, high-level guidance may also be associated with the tool itself rather than the data, to provide just-in-time help on the interface capabilities.
Guidance can be driven by a number of inputs, which will be discussed throughout this paper. As an introduction, some information that can be used to create guidance includes: interaction logs, view logs (what has been seen), data logs (what has changed in the data) as well as models of analyst knowledge, tasks, requirements, or data (attribute distributions, connections, outliers, etc.). Guidance approaches can be described based on their front-end (user-facing) and back-end (system) characteristics. The front-end consists of the visual form, the interaction techniques, the style of communication between the system and users, and the integration of the guidance in the analytics process. The back-end consists of the content of the guidance, the algorithmic aspects, the inputs and outputs of guidance algorithms, and the specific information sources used to derive guidance suggestions.
Requirements of intelligent guidance
Guidance approaches supporting the goals given in Section 3 should meet certain desired requirements. From the literature, a number of requirements, which are often postulated, can be identified. We discuss a number of important abstract and more concrete requirements as follows.
Generally, a guidance system should be able to provide effective guidance, i.e., fulfill the set of guidance goals. In that, the guidance system should prove to be useful to users and allow the qualitative or quantitative measuring of its added value over non-guidance supported systems. The guidance functionality should be easily accessible by the user; the user feedback required for training (see Section 8.1) should be intuitive to provide and not disrupt the analysis process. The method of displaying suggestions or potentially helpful additional information needs to be aware of the environment available and avoid distraction, or obscuring the current visualization.
When providing guidance, the system should communicate why a suggestion or guidance is being given. Specifically, the guidance should resemble more of a white box instead of a black box, supporting user confidence in the appropriateness of the guidance. The system confidence about when and which guidance to provide may also be varying or low. The system should determine a suitable threshold when guidance is likely to be helpful; or at least, be clear about the level of confidence in the guidance when issuing a guidance step. It is also desirable that the provided guidance and user steps taken in response should be traced and added to the analysis provenance.
More generally, the provision of guidance should be adapted to the context of the user analysis process. Depending on the stage of analysis, e.g., exploration vs. confirmation, but also the task, the subset of data already seen, or the current and past views considered and their sequence, different kinds of guidance could be reasonable. Adaptation of the guidance system should include different guidance levels for different types of users, different levels of expertise, and different states of the user, e.g., being frustrated, confused, engaged, etc. Furthermore, different roles for guidance could be required in exploratory data analysis and in other aspects of visual analytics which are typically more goal-oriented. In goaloriented tasks, the guidance or advice should be more specific than in exploratory analysis where guidance may run a whole suite of analytics and provide summary information or suggestions for exploration. Guidance should be adapted to the user but also be available to groups of users, e.g., during collaborative analysis settings if needed.
More specific requirements stipulate that the guidance should be provided at the right time and in the right mode. Regarding the time, the system should monitor the analysis process and predict the appropriate times to guide. This could be, for example, times when a user might be confused or lost in the analysis stage. A heuristic to implement the latter could be to detect when users are revisiting previously seen states (Behrisch et al., 2014) or searching in a non-systematic manner (Brown et al., 2014) . Regarding the mode, guidance may be provided in a synchronous manner, issuing notifications or interventions in the analysis process. Guidance could also be provided in an asynchronous manner, allowing the user to come back to the guidance at his or her discretion (Mehta et al., 2017) . Gradual guiding is also possible, with the system providing some guidance at an early stage and more only on user request. The user should also be empowered to proactively set the level of guidance needed or ultimately, opt out of any guidance at all if so desired.
The requirements may also differ if specific visualization environments are considered, e.g., desktop-based vs. augmented or virtual reality analysis environments. Specifically, modes of interaction and visualization options may differ, e.g., requiring to use interaction paradigms such as voice or gestures.
The above requirements are among the most widely discussed, and there may exist more. Just from these examples, we observe the design and requirement space for guidance approaches is large. Existing solutions to date address specific goals and requirements.
Guidance in the visual analytics process

Limitations of the existing conceptual model of guidance
The conceptual model of guidance proposed by Ceneda et al. (2017) is based on van Wijk's generic model of visualization (van Wijk, 2006) , in which visualization is applied to data using a specification (methods and parameters) and creates an image. A user perceives and interprets the image using his/her current knowledge, thereby increasing or modifying that knowledge. Based on their current knowledge, the user may perform interactive exploration, which affects the specification and thus modifies the image, which is further perceived and interpreted.
Ceneda et al. make a slight modification of this basic model by replacing the term 'Visualization' by 'Visual Analytics.' Like visualization in the original model, visual analytics transforms data into an image to be perceived by the user. In this view, visual analytics is considered basically as a combination of visual and analytic methods. Guidance can be applied to the specification of these methods. Hence, the guidance model from Ceneda et al. is not specific to visual analytics. Guidance is represented as helping the user create, perceive, and transform an image. A later paper (Federico et al., 2017) discussing the possible roles of explicit knowledge in a visual analysis process notes that inputs for guidance are explicit knowledge, data, and specification containing the full history of previous settings used in the exploration. These inputs are analyzed to generate specific suggestions.
The main limitation of this conceptual model is that it is too abstract to use practically in designing and implementing guidance tools. It shows where guidance can be provided and proposes a set of attributes to characterize guidance (how), but it does not propose or imply any approach to understanding what specific guidance can be provided.
For understanding this, it is necessary to consider more specifically what knowledge the user wants to derive from the data. Assuming that the user derives knowledge by perceiving images, the main task of guidance is to help the user create such images from which the required kind of knowledge can be effectively derived through perception. Hence, a designer of a guiding system needs to anticipate the kind(s) of knowledge that will or may be required. The guidance model from Ceneda et al. cannot help with this because, similarly to 'visual analytics', it represents 'knowledge' at the highest possible level of abstraction, i.e., as a single atomic block in the overall scheme.
Furthermore, derivation of knowledge involves not only image perception and exploration but also verification of findings (Sacha et al., 2014) , which is not considered by Ceneda et al., although this very important activity may also need to be guided. Again, to be able to provide specific guidance, it is necessary to anticipate the possible kinds of findings.
To extend the existing model of guidance beyond where and how to what, we build upon a recently proposed conceptual framework in which visual analytics is represented as a model building process (Andrienko et al., 2018) . This framework will be further referred to as a model building framework (MBF).
Conceptualization of visual analytics as model building
The MBF is based on a definition of knowledge as a model of some piece of the world, which is called 'subject'. A model is any kind of representation, e.g., verbal, graphical, or mathematical. A model of a subject represents its aspects (i.e., components and their properties) and relationships between them.
The goal of analysis is to build an appropriate model of a subject using data (observations and measurements) partly reflecting this subject. Criteria for model appropriateness include correctness, comprehensiveness, fitness to purpose, generality, specificity, and so on.
The analysis begins with generating a tentative initial model. Throughout the analysis, the current model is repeatedly evaluated in regard to the appropriateness criteria and further developed if not yet appropriate. Besides these core activities, the analysis process may also include collecting provenance and externalizing the model obtained.
Required support to model building activities
The paper introducing the MBF (Andrienko et al., 2018) also discusses how these activities can be supported in visual analytics systems. Thus, the generation of an initial model requires the use of visual and/or computational methods promoting abstraction and generalization. Guidance may help with choosing such methods and using their results. For model evaluation, approaches adopted in statistics and machine learning can be applied to model components represented in a computer-readable form. Mental models or model components can be evaluated using visual and interactive means, which include re-application of previously used methods with different parameter settings, application of alternative methods, and taking different subsets of data.
The paper notes that, while there exist established practices of evaluating models in statistics and data mining, evaluation of mental models does not receive sufficient attention in visualization and visual analytics research. It is stated:
''Although many visual analytics systems and toolkits include interactive facilities for the operations mentioned above, it has to be a decision of the analyst to apply these operations. The existing software neither informs/reminds the analyst about the possible use of the available interactive techniques for mental model evaluation nor encourages the analyst to even concern about such an evaluation'' (Andrienko et al., 2018, p. 289 ).
This reveals a clear need for user guidance. Similar considerations apply to model development, in which the analyst may need to rectify, expand, or simplify the current model based on results of an evaluation. Provenance collection and model externalization involve explicit representation of findings, interpretations, judgments, inferences, and the final model in a form that can be transferred to others. These activities require tools for annotating images, organizing and linking notes, and constructing more abstract representations such as knowledge graphs. The user may greatly benefit from intelligent guidance and facilitation. Thus, the system can propose structured templates to describe and organize findings or even construct draft annotations based on automatic detection of patterns in data.
Role of patterns in data analysis
An essential feature of a model is that it is a generalized representation (Andrienko et al., 2018, p. 283) in the sense that it refers to multiple observations taken together rather than consisting of specific representations of individual observations. Moreover, the generalization extends beyond available observations (i.e., represented in data or known to the analyst) to observations that could potentially be made in the future. This required feature of a model implies that users of visual analytics systems should be able to perceive multiple data items together and conceptualize them jointly as a meaningful whole. Such a whole is commonly called a 'pattern' in the visualization and visual analytics literature.
While being widely used, the term 'pattern' has not been explicitly defined. We propose the following working definition of a pattern:
A pattern is a representation of a collection of items of any kind as an integrated whole with specific properties that are not mere compositions of properties of the constituent items.
A pattern can be viewed as a possible component of the model being built. It can be included in the current model if it is relevant to the analysis goal. A relevant pattern needs to be evaluated, e.g., by checking if it can still be perceived or otherwise extracted after changing the visualization or analysis method, or by computing aggregate characteristics of the data items involved in the pattern and comparing them to corresponding aggregate characteristics of the remaining data.
Since generalization is the core and essence of model building, the analysis process is largely centered on patterns, which are extracted from data, evaluated, refined, organized, interlinked, annotated, and integrated into the final model. Consequently, the task of guidance is to help analysts extract and manage patterns.
Implications for designing and implementing guidance
Help in pattern extraction
Analysis starts with the generation of an initial model, which requires initial extraction of one or more patterns from data. It may also happen that some initial models already exist in the mind of the analyst (e.g., as a result of previous analyses of similar data). In such a case, the analyst needs to check if the pre-existing model complies with the current data, which requires the extraction of patterns from current data. Hence, the main task of guidance at the initial stage of analysis is to help the analyst extract patterns from data.
Pattern extraction takes place not only at the initial stage of analysis but also within the following loop of model evaluation and development. In model evaluation, the analyst modifies the data (e.g., takes a different sample), methods (e.g., uses another clustering algorithm or applies another visualization technique), or parameters, extracts patterns, and compares them with the ones extracted previously. Good correspondence gives evidence of pattern trustworthiness. In model development, the analyst may need to search for additional patterns that can refine or expand the current model, or for different patterns if previously extracted patterns have not been confirmed in the evaluation. Hence, guidance in pattern extraction is relevant throughout the whole process of model building.
Patterns can be extracted from data mentally or computationally. Mental extraction requires an appropriate visual representation of the data enabling pattern perception. Computational extraction can be done using appropriate algorithms, and the results need to be presented to the analyst for interpretation, evaluation, and incorporation in the overall model. To support mental extraction of patterns, the guidance subsystem (further referred to as 'guide') can suggest suitable visualization techniques or automatically create effective visualizations. For computational extraction, the guide can suggest suitable algorithms. Both kinds of support can be possible if the guide knows, first, the structure and properties of the data, second, the analysis focus (which aspects are relevant), and, third, the analysis goal (e.g., description or prediction). Knowing the data structure and properties, the guide can anticipate what kinds of patterns can potentially exist. Knowing the analysis focus and goal, the guide can determine which kinds of patterns may be important and useful.
As an example, let us take the analysis task from the VAST Mini Challenge 1: ''investigate the circumstances of an epidemic outbreak in a city and forecast how it will develop further'' (Grinstein et al., 2011) . The data consist of geographically referenced messages from social media, some of which mention disease symptoms. The data structure thus includes temporal, spatial, and textual components. Patterns can exist in the temporal evolution of the number and contents of the messages, the spatial distribution of the locations of message posting, and the joint spatiotemporal distribution of the messages and their contents. Possible patterns in the temporal evolution of the number of posts include temporal trend (increase or decrease), peak or pit, periodic repetition of some smaller pattern or pattern sequence, and random fluctuation. Possible patterns in the temporal evolution of the message contents include changes of keyword frequencies. Possible patterns in the spatial distribution of the posts include spatial uniformity, spatial clustering, spatial trends of the density (e.g., increase or decrease from north to south or from the center to the periphery), and spatial alignments. Possible patterns in the spatial distribution of the message contents include higher or lower frequencies of particular keywords in different parts of the territory. Possible patterns in the spatiotemporal distribution include concentration and dissipation, appearance, disappearance, growth, shrinkage, movement, merging, and splitting of spatial clusters, and changes of keyword frequencies in different parts of the territory. All these kinds of patterns are relevant to the task of describing the disease outbreak, whereas only temporal and spatiotemporal trends are important for the task of forecasting the further development.
Generally, to support pattern extraction at different stages of the analysis process (initial model generation, evaluation, and further development), the guide can (1) suggest or automatically choose visualization techniques showing data distributions (statistical, temporal, spatial, spatiotemporal) and correlations among data components and/or (2) suggest or automatically run appropriate pattern extraction algorithms, such as clustering, trend detection, or motif discovery. Since data may contain outliers, which may obstruct pattern extraction, the guide can also suggest methods for outlier detection and removal and help with the use of these methods.
Help in pattern and model evaluation
Evaluation of extracted patterns includes measuring their properties (how frequent, how high, how dense, how large, how fast, how regular, etc.), checking pattern stability or sensitivity with respect to changes of the methods by which they have been extracted and with respect to noise in data, and investigating the scope of the patterns (in what part of the data they exist). For computationally extracted patterns, property measurements can be done automatically. To provide valuable help in evaluating mentally extracted patterns, the guide would need to know what specific patterns have been extracted, i.e., the analyst would need to mark the patterns in the visual display and annotate them in a structured form telling the guide what kinds of patterns they are. Regarding pattern stability/sensitivity and scope, the analyst may not only need help in choosing and applying suitable approaches to testing but may also need to be engaged in such testing (Andrienko et al., 2018) . As a minimum, the guide may give general recommendations to look at the data in different ways, take different random samples, try other methods or parameters, introduce some noise in the data, etc. To provide more specific help, the guide needs to know the extracted patterns and the methods and parameters used for the extraction. Apart from that, the analyst should be given suitable tools, support, and guidance for comparing patterns obtained with different settings.
A model can be seen as a system composed of patterns that are linked by relationships, such as hierarchical (larger patterns include smaller ones), temporal, spatial, or causal. A model can also include patterns representing different parts of the data. Such patterns are linked by difference and partitioning relationships between the corresponding parts of the data. Model evaluation involves, apart from evaluating the constituent patterns, assessment of its overall correctness (consistency with the data), comprehensiveness (inclusion of all relevant aspects and relationships), coverage (inclusion of all available data), generality (applicability to data that were not used for model generation), specificity (representation of important distinctions and details), prediction capability, complexity (number of components and relationships), and resource efficiency (e.g., possibility to obtain similar results using less time and/or computer resources). At least some of these criteria can be addressed in guidance. Thus, regarding comprehensiveness and coverage, a guide can inform the analyst about data components or subsets that have not yet been considered, which can be done without having an explicit representation of the current model in a computer-readable form. Evaluation with regard to some other criteria can more easily be supported for computer-based models than for mental models. There are established techniques for testing computer-based models, which can be recommended to the analyst. Besides, the guide can show the distribution of good and bad model results, help in identifying and comparing data subsets for which model results are good and bad, and highlight uncertain and borderline cases.
For a mental model that is not externalized, the guide can only provide some general suggestions concerning potentially important evaluation criteria and common ways of assessment. Having a structured explicit representation of a mental model, the guide may be able to provide more specific help. Thus, having explicitly represented patterns, the guide may help analysts check: if there are similar patterns that refer to different data subsets and therefore could be joined; if there are different patterns that apply to the same data subset and thus require conflict resolution or redundancy removal; or if patterns extracted earlier can also represent data that have not been considered yet in the analysis. Let us illustrate this idea with an example.
An analyst studies social media posting activities in a touristic region containing mountains, valleys, lakes, forests, and towns. The data include posting times, location references (coordinates or place names), and texts (such as messages in Twitter or titles of photos). The analyst wants to see what places are popular in different seasons of the year and, based on the keywords occurring in the texts, what people do there. The analyst first takes a subset of data generated in winter and uses a density map to identify places with a high number of posts, which appear as ''hot spots'' on the map. The analyst outlines the boundaries of these places and examines which keywords frequently occurred in the whole set of places. She finds two prevailing groups of keywords, one referring to winter sports and the other to Christmas and New Year celebration. The analyst separately selects the posts referring to the former and latter topics and explicitly records two spatial patterns: places used for winter sports and places where people celebrate Christmas and New Year.
The analyst then focuses on the data generated in the summer season, in which the keywords refer to winter and summer sports, hiking, and sightseeing. When the analyst takes the subset of posts referring to winter sports, an intelligent guide can find the previously recorded spatial pattern of winter sports places and superimpose it on the density map, helping the analyst to check if the pattern also applies to the summer season. The analyst notices that some places are used for winter sports both in winter and in summer. She refines the previous pattern by subdividing it into a pattern of places used for winter sports only in winter and those used for winter sports in any season. When the analyst creates a density map of sightseeing-related posts, the intelligent guide can detect that the previously recorded spatial pattern of Christmas and New Year celebration matches very well the density distribution. Indeed, the places having interesting sights to see are also popular as places for spending the winter holidays. When the guide puts the celebration pattern on top of the density map, the analyst may decide that the pattern can also represent sightseeing activities and extend the annotation of the pattern accordingly.
When the analyst investigates the spatial distribution of hikingrelated keywords, the guide may check if these keywords also occur in the texts of the winter data subset. It may find that the frequency of these keywords in winter is sufficiently high to deserve attention and notify the analyst about this. The analyst might not have noticed these keywords among the most frequent terms occurring in the winter subset because they were dominated by the winter-specific keywords. After being notified by the guide, the analyst may look for the spatial distribution of the hiking-related keywords in the winter subset and record the corresponding spatial pattern. The guide may detect a high overlap of this pattern with the pattern of winter sports distribution and exhibit it to the analyst for resolving a possible conflict. In response, the analyst may select the places used both for winter sports and for hiking and compare the temporal distributions of the keywords related to winter sports and to hiking at the level of days or weeks. An absence of temporal overlap may mean that the place use depends on the weather, particularly, the presence of snow and/or ice.
In this imaginary scenario, the guide assisted the analyst not only in evaluating extracted patterns but also in model development, which is discussed in the following subsection. Generally, the problem of support and guidance in model evaluation has not yet been sufficiently addressed in visual analytics research and thus provides a challenging but interesting and important research direction.
Help in model development
Model development means an improvement of the current model with regard to issues identified by evaluation. For a computer model that is insufficiently correct or insufficiently specific, the guide can suggest modification of modeling method parameters, trying alternative methods, or dividing heterogeneous data into more homogeneous parts and replacing an overall model by a combination of more specific models. Data partitioning followed by extraction of more specific and accurate patterns can also be suggested for improving mental models. For increasing model comprehensiveness and coverage, the guide can show data subsets and aspects that have not yet been covered and support pattern extraction from them. The guide can also inform the analyst about existence of alternative analysis and modeling methods or additional data sources. Like initial model generation, model development involves pattern extraction, which was discussed earlier (Section 5.5.1).
Help in provenance collection
To support provenance collection, it is necessary to keep track of all operations and methods applied to data (Xu et al., 2015) . The history can be represented visually, e.g., as a graph (Shrinivasan and van Wijk, 2008) . Gotz and Zhou (2009) describe how a taxonomy of the user's actions can be used for automatic capture of semantically meaningful and logically organized provenance. This requires the system to have a ''semantic'' user interface organized according to the action taxonomy. Besides exploration history tracking, it is necessary to enable and facilitate annotating. Annotations can be valuable not only for tracking the provenance but also for providing help in model evaluation and development (see Section 5.5.2). To encourage and facilitate the creation of annotations, the guide can propose structured templates or even draft annotations that can be completed by the analyst with small effort. The basis for such help is the knowledge of possible patterns, methods used, and, for computational methods, properties of results obtained. Particularly, when a system is oriented to specific types of data and analysis tasks, the patterns, methods, and result properties are known to the system designer, who can infer the required contents and structure of annotations and thus prepare suitable templates (Eccles et al., 2008; . Thus, the system Click2Annotate provides pre-defined templates for popular types of patterns, or facts: cluster, outlier, rank, difference, correlation, and compound fact consisting of two or more smaller patterns. Templates or draft annotations for mentally extracted patterns can be generated in response to analyst's interactive marking of observed patterns in a visual display.
Besides creating annotations, the guide should help the analyst to organize and manage them. For example, in Aruvi (Shrinivasan and van Wijk, 2008) , users can attach notes to nodes of a graph representing exploration history and link them to states of the visual display, and similar functions exist in some other systems (Gratzl et al., 2016; Walker et al., 2013) , which, however, do not provide guidance for annotation creation and management. A kind of guidance exists in the system Sandbox (Wright et al., 2006) , which provides automatic layout for collected information pieces and notes using templates of analytical frameworks, such as process models. The analyst needs to choose a suitable template explicitly.
Annotations created in the process of analysis represent pieces of the analyst's knowledge (i.e., mental model of the analysis subject) and thus can be used for externalization of the final model.
Help in model externalization
As noted in the MBF paper (Andrienko et al., 2018, p. 290) , fragmentary notes attached to some states of visual displays do not form an adequate representation of the model the analyst has in mind. For a more complete and systematic external representation of the model, the analyst needs to organize the notes and, possibly, provide additional comments. When the externalized model is only meant to be viewed by humans, the analyst may represent the model, together with the provenance, in the form of a ''story'' (Eccles et al., 2008; Gratzl et al., 2016; Walker et al., 2015) . To construct a good story, the analyst may need guidance, which is not available in current systems. In Sandbox (Wright et al., 2006) , the user constructs a graph from pieces of evidence and notes, which represents the user's mental model. Besides providing automated layouts based on workflow templates, Sandbox can also automatically derive a concept map from the text notes.
A concept map is a commonly used form of knowledge representation (Dwyer, 2016) . It can be used for transferring knowledge between human analysts (Zhao et al., 2018) , and this format is also suitable for computer processing. The system HARVEST (Gotz et al., 2006) enables the user to create and manage concepts and instances, maintains a base of concepts, instances, and annotations, represents the collected knowledge pieces visually, and allows the user to link them to corresponding evidence in a data display. The user can also analyze and further develop the knowledge synthesized. The system facilitates the user's activities by automated knowledge management and visualization but does not provide explicit guidance.
The MBF paper notes that further research is needed on supporting both provenance collection and knowledge externalization, and this also applies to guidance. Particularly, the externalization of computer models in a human-readable form needs to be addressed. So far, this has been done for specific kinds of models, such as causal networks (Wang and Mueller, 2017) , which can be represented in a graph form.
Knowledge of an intelligent guide
In discussing the visual analytics process in Section 5 and, particularly, possible support to it in Section 5.5, we have already mentioned different kinds of knowledge and capabilities that are required for fulfilling the expected functions. Here we summarize and, where necessary, extend these requirements. Fig. 1 schematically represents the visual analysis process and the possible types of guidance and help, and Fig. 2 shows what kinds of knowledge can be used for providing them.
Prior to analysis, an intelligent guide would need to have a general knowledge base of (1) data types and structures, (2) possible relationships among data components, (3) possible errors and uncertainties in data, (4) existing approaches to detecting and correcting data errors and to dealing with uncertainties, (5) possible patterns, such as trend and seasonality in time series, (6) possible analysis tasks and types of patterns that may be relevant to them, (7) existing visualization and analysis methods, their applicability to data types and their capability to exhibit or detect patterns and relationships, (8) possible user actions and possible purposes for doing them. It would also be good it the guide could have a model of the user, including the user's expertise and background, goals and questions; however, user modeling has not yet been addressed in visual analytics research.
When the analysis starts, the guide should (1) understand the structure and properties of the loaded data, (2) anticipate patterns and relationships that may exist, and (3) be able to find sources of additional related data. The guide should also help the user with (4) detecting and correcting errors in the data and (5) getting aware of data uncertainties and their possible effects on the analysis.
In the process of analysis, the guide should be able to (1) track the process, (2) facilitate collecting provenance, (3) understand the current situation and anticipate further steps. For the latter, the guide needs to have an adaptive and growing understanding of the users' current knowledge and further intentions as they perform an analysis. Such understanding can be derived from generated annotations and concepts and established relationships among them, and from continual feedback, either explicit or implicit, from the user.
When the analysis finishes, the guide should help the user to externalize the mental model built based on the previously tracked analysis process and collected annotations and concepts. The guide should propose appropriate arrangements for the collected material and, when possible, automatically construct draft representations, such as a knowledge graph or a story, which can be edited and completed by the analyst with small effort.
Guidance for visualization tasks
The previous sections investigated the role of guidance in visual analytics processes, and the knowledge of guidance system would require to provide recommendations. In this section we dive into the low-level tasks that analysts carry out when working with visualization components within visual analytic processes, and explore some design ideas of how guidance may fit into each task. Wherever relevant, we relate these low-level tasks to the highlevel view of the visual analytics process discussed in Section 5. To structure the discussion, we enumerate guidance for the Why? and How? levels of the typology by Brehmer and Munzner (2013, Fig. 1) . For each task, our investigation explores guidance ideas, including inputs to guidance and the potential role in bias.
Guidance opportunities for why tasks
The why typology of Brehmer and Munzner (2013) focuses on the analyst intent about why a task is performed, and breaks down into four major categories: consume, produce, search, and query. Some of the task types are closely related to the earlier presented model-building view of the visual analysis process (Section 5.2).
Consume relates to the use of a visualization to consume information in a variety of domain contexts. There are three specific tasks within this category: present, discover, and enjoy. Presenting visualizations, in a collaborative setting or meeting, could be aided by guidance before and during the presentation. Before presenting, guidance could provide suggestions on views to include, and order these views in a suggested storyboard. This guidance could be informed by logs of the analysis process and the views used by the analyst leading up to the presentation, as in HARVEST (Gotz et al., 2006 ). In a system supporting knowledge externalization (Section 5.3), the guidance can be informed by explicit representations of discovered patterns and externalized components of the analyst's mental model that has been built in the process of analysis (Sections 5.2, 5.5.5).
When analysis provenance and/or externalized knowledge constructs are not available, or no detailed analysis has yet been conducted, discover tasks can still be supported. According to the earlier presented ideas for guidance in the visual analytics process (Section 5), this corresponds to support in pattern extraction (Sections 5.4, 5.5.1). The data types and pattern analysis algorithms could be used to suggest visualization views on the data, and highlight the detected patterns, similar to the view recommendations of Wongsuphasawat et al. (2016 Wongsuphasawat et al. ( , 2017 . Discover task guidance algorithms could also be informed by search heuristics to detect patterns and data correlations, by user navigation history, and by accumulated interaction logs from other analysis sessions and other users. Guidance in discover tasks may decrease the impact of bias the user brings to the task, by suggesting potential visualization views that do not support preconceived notions about the data. However, similarly, discover assistance may also restrict the analyst's understanding to only those subsets of data which are suggested by the system. Therefore, the guiding subsystem should be designed so as to promote comprehensive exploration of the entire dataset and viewing the data from diverse perspectives. It should also encourage and facilitate the validation of findings (Section 5.5.2). Guidance in discover tasks could be implemented using interesting point detection, subspace analysis, quality measures (Tatu et al., 2011) , and through learning user relevance (Behrisch et al., 2014; Healey and Dennis, 2012) .
Using visualization for enjoyment could be supported through guidance to views on data which are aesthetically pleasing, surprising, or related to the user ('egocentric' views). Guidance for enjoyment could be further driven also by affective metrics such as bio-sensing measures of emotion.
The produce use of visualization relates to a using visualization to create new artefacts, such as views of data, derived attributes, or groupings of data items, as well as annotations and externalized concepts (see the block ''User-generated materials'' in Figs. 1, 2) . Guidance possibilities under this goal include suggesting views of data based on statistical analysis of data attributes and suggesting settings of variable parameters in a visualization system to create views with visible trends or clusters. In addition, guidance could assist the creation of visual summaries and overviews of large datasets, and provenance tracking systems (such as HARVEST) could produce explorable histories of the analysis process. Annotations on a view may be the product of a produce task-guidance could be provided to indicate data items related to those items involved in annotation actions. The discussion of possible assistance for analysis provenance collection and knowledge externalization (Sections 5.5.4, 5.5.5) is also relevant to the produce tasks.
The search uses of visualization are often precursors to other tasks. In order to discover information or produce new views or data, an analyst must first find the data of interest. Brehmer and Munzner break search down into four tasks based on whether the target is known and whether the location is known. When a specific target and its location are known, the task is simply to lookup the information. Guidance can be used here in the form of autocomplete and predictive search. If the target is known and the location is unknown, the task is to locate the information, and a guidance system could track which parts of a visualization have been explored and guide the user toward unseen views. A locate guidance may also triage likely locations based on known characteristics of the target to narrow the search space.
When one does not have a specific target in mind, the task is to either browse through a known location or explore when the location is not known. Guidance for these tasks encompasses many of the approaches suggested for discover, produce, and locate. Guidance could be driven by user behavior and data characteristics, to guide exploration into parts of the visualization space which are similar to (or different from) data which has already been explored. Support for bookmarking significant views for revisitation would assist the browsing and exploration process. Visualization types and specific views could be suggested to reveal patterns detected in the data, such as attributes with strong dependencies, or sections of graphs that are densely connected. To avoid potential bias in the exploration process, a guidance system should be transparent about why it is making recommendations, and the scope of the recommendation space. That is, with exploration guidance, users should be aware what sorts of guidance are not possible, so that they can consider how much to rely on the system. Care should be taken to design guidance for exploration to assist users but not to fully prescribe exploration pathways, which could lead to serious issues of algorithmically-driven bias.
The final group of why tasks in the typology is the query tasks, which act on targets once they are found. After a lookup or locate task, identify returns target item characteristics (often referred to as ''details on demand''). Here, guidance could, for example, highlight target attributes that are statistically unusual or rank attributes to surface those predicted to be more important in the current context. In a browse or explore task, identify returns item references, such as a reference to the item with the highest value on a particular attribute. In this case, guidance may provide contextual information in the identification process, such as the identity of similar data items.
The compare query task can be facilitated through guidance that may suggest which items may be interesting to compare to the selected target, or which attributes exhibit patterns which differentiate items from one another. Finally, guidance in the summarize task may suggest views on the data which are appropriate to summarize the selected items or attributes. For example, a summary of a choropleth map may be a histogram of the distribution of values, while a suggested summary of a graph may be an abstracted view of the graph nodes and their connections, grouped into communities. Automatically generated natural language captions which can be edited may also be useful as guided summaries.
Guidance opportunities for how tasks
The how aspect of the Brehmer and Munzner typology aligns well with the user-centered view of low-level tasks by Yi et al. (2007) . These are the tasks which people are most likely familiar with when thinking of working with visualizations. Brehmer and Munzner distinguish between three classes of methods, and we will introduce guidance opportunities for each in this section.
Methods that encode data in a visualization include choosing the visual variables to use to represent data and designing the layout of marks on the page with the aim to facilitate pattern extraction (Section 5.5.1). The space of guidance for encoding is already rich, with recommendation engines such as Google (2018) and Wongsuphasawat et al. (2017 Wongsuphasawat et al. ( , 2016 already deployed for use. Systems can suggest appropriate visual encodings based on the cardinality and distribution of values. For example, a hue encoding would not be appropriate for high cardinality categorical data. Furthermore, guidance systems have been designed to assist in the specific encoding choices, such the perceptual-modeling driven recommendations of Colorgorical (Gramazio et al., 2016) . Guidance systems for encoding data into visualizations risk introducing bias through the selection of encodings and pre-designed visualizations which are possible, and the data transformations applied to place data in the view. For example, if data are automatically clustered, scaled, or outliers removed, which may change the interpretation of the resulting visualization.
When we think of interaction with an information visualization, the specific interactions that come to mind fall under the manipulate class in the typology. Navigate tasks can be supported through guidance which suggests new views on data, which can be helpful, in particular, for model evaluation and development (Sections 5.5.2, 5.5.3) . This guidance can be discrete, suggesting a gallery of new viewpoints for the visualization, or continuous, suggesting directions for operations such as pan and zoom. Guidance systems could be driven by back end data modeling and tracking of user views in order to guide areas which have not been seen, or parts of the visualization containing data which is similar to, or different from the current view. This approach could reduce potential bias or misinterpretation of the data by revealing counterfactual views and assisting an analyst into ensuing coverage of the visualization. The Voder system exemplifies this type of guidance, extracting facts from a dataset and suggesting views into the data which will reveal the evidence supporting the facts (Srinivasan et al., 2018) .
The arrange method refers to adjusting layout of the data items. For example, a guidance system may suggest a layout change to reorder parallel coordinates axes to make correlations apparent, or may suggest a log scale transformation of an axis to make trends visible, thereby facilitating pattern extraction (Section 5.5.1). Guidance may also be incremental and in conjunction with user input, for example responding to user adjustments to, e.g. graph layout, by learning the layout strategy and propagating it to other parts of the graph. Guidance may also be offered to arrange items in a visualization or views in a coordinated workspace according to a similarity or distance metric. Such guidance could highlight similarities and clusters, however incorrect or coincidental associations could introduce accidental patterns and encourage misreading.
The change task adjusts a visual encoding, such as changing the styling of items in a scatter plot or changing the representation of a chart. Guidance systems such as the system of Srinivasan et al. (2018) present suggestions of alternative charts, for example, suggesting a box plot as an alternative to a bar chart for data containing outliers. Systems which support easy transition between chart types, such as Tableau and Excel, could be augmented with suggestion systems to reveal alternative designs. Furthermore, guidance systems could explain the reason behind a suggestionbox plot for outliers, stacked bar for two attributes, etc. The Voder system uses extracted facts to suggest chart types which more readily reflect particular aspects of the data (Srinivasan et al., 2018) . Guidance could also be provided to adjust mappings, such as applying a scale transform on data (Heer and Agrawala, 2006) , or a new color scale (Gramazio et al., 2016) , for example, to increase discernability of differences or reduce visual clutter. Changing guidance may facilitate pattern evaluation (Section 5.5.2) and reduce bias in analytic processes by encouraging users to view data from different perspectives.
Filter methods add or remove elements from view, either temporarily (hide/reveal) or permanently (add/delete). Guidance in filter operations can be used to declutter views, such as the MDL Treecut algorithm for automatically hiding branches of tree diagrams which carry little information (Veras and Collins, 2017) . Guidance can also be provided to detect noise and suggest appropriate thresholds to filter data, such suggesting parameters for a band-pass filter on sensor data. In multivariate data, guidance may suggest attributes to investigate first, for example, attributes with unusual distributions or attributes which are highly correlated. This could speed the process of investigating high dimensional data. Guidance may also be used to suggest values for parameter settings, range sliders, and other filter widgets which may reveal views which are interesting (e.g. have clearly detectable patterns, outliers, etc.). For example, Scented Widgets provide cues to users about potentially interesting parameter values (Willett et al., 2007) . Suggestions of this type may be informed by backend correlation, clustering, and data analysis, as well as explicit specifications of user interest, or models of interest learned from user behavior.
Finally, aggregate methods change the granularity of the display of items in a visualization, such as the steps in a time scale or clustering level of nodes in a graph. Algorithms which are aware of both on-screen clutter and information content, such as the minimum description length-informed treecuts of Veras and Collins, can guide the selection of aggregation levels which balance information density and usability (Veras and Collins, 2017) . Guidance could also suggest methods of aggregation, appropriate parameter settings for cluster thresholds, or highlight data items which may be aggregated by the user. While guided aggregation approaches may make for more scalable visualizations, it is likely that suboptimal guidance could lead to missing details or overly cluttered views. For aggregation tasks, it is also desirable to provide guidance for testing whether patterns that can be observed are sensitive to aggregation parameters, e.g., whether the overall shape of a histogram significantly changes after modifying the bin size.
The final methods of Brehmer and Munzner's how typology are methods which introduce new elements to a visualization, for example, to represent derived or imported data. We have covered guidance in these more visual analytic tasks in Section 5.
Building blocks for implementing guidance
The previous sections discussed rationale, requirements and examples of guidance-based systems. We observed that guidance can help at different stages in the visual data analysis process, and that there are different approaches to implementing guidance, depending on the type of system. We propose to abstract the implementation of guidance approaches by a typical input ↔ compute ↔ output workflow. We next discuss building blocks for implementing guidance based on these steps, namely, the collection of input from the user (Section 8.1), the computation of guidance steps to give by the system (Section 8.2) , and the actual presentation of the guidance to the analyst (Section 8.3). Note that we here give nonexclusive examples of commonly used techniques. We also note that the above input ↔ compute ↔ output workflow typically does not end with one output step, but may be highly interactive with iterations between the steps, allowing the system to learn about the user and application context to guide.
Obtaining user input for guidance
For a facilitation system to decide when, what kind, and how to provide guidance to the user, input data about the user and context of the analysis process is required. Such input is obtained typically either explicitly and implicitly. We can also distinguish if the input is obtained exclusively from a single user, or from some group of users facing similar analysis tasks.
In the explicit case, the user proactively, or on request by the system, provides hints on the current analysis phase, information need, perceived relevance of data or views, etc. This is typically provided by interaction dialogues. An example is relevance feedback, where the relevance of selected views is rated by the user, which in turn may trigger a search for similar or dissimilar views to facilitate exploration. For example, the system of Behrisch et al. (2014) requests explicit user feedback on the perceived relevance of different scatter plots, and uses this to inform guidance for exploration. Explicit input data also include feedback collected from groups of users, e.g., collected in a distributed or crowd-based system. An interesting option, particularly for recurring analysis problems, is to build a feedback database from analysis sessions by different users, hence re-using the analysis information.
In the implicit case, the system relies on observations of the interactive analysis process and decides on the facilitation actions to take. Such observations can stem from usage logs taken from mouse and keyboard interaction, as the user operates the analysis system. For example, Brown et al. (2014) use low-level features of interaction (mouse movement statistics) to infer the user analysis performance. In systems supporting provenance collection and knowledge externalization (Section 5.3), the guiding subsystem may base its guidance decisions on analyzing user-generated materials (Fig. 2) .
Besides classic interaction channels, a system may also use new interaction modalities and user sensing techniques, including eye tracking, stress and cognitive load measures, recognition of speech or facial expressions, gestures, or brain-computer interfaces. For example, Shao et al. (2017) used eye-tracking records of which areas of a scatter plot matrix have been explored so far, to inform guidance. Panwar and Collins (2018) use GSR sensing and eye tracking to detect user frustration to provide just-in-time guidance.
While all of these provide rich sources of input data for the system to decide on guidance, selecting and preprocessing appropriate feedback data for use with guidance algorithms is a challenge due to heterogeneity, size, and possible noise and uncertainties. Particularly in the explicit case, one also must consider the effort involved for the user to provide feedback. For an efficient analysis process, the cost of providing feedback must be traded off with the improvement brought by guidance.
Computing guidance steps
Given a user's real-time usage and interaction logs of the system, such as mouse movements, click logs, eye tracking, algorithms for intelligent facilitation determine (1) what to recommend (e.g., potentially useful data items to look at, new visualization views to provide, interactions to perform), (2) when to recommend (e.g., by identifying when a user is lost), and (3) what forms to take to recommend (e.g., passive non-intrusive suggestion or active replacement with a new view). These tasks involve the use of prior, session-specific, and situation knowledge, according to Fig. 2 .
Algorithms that can perform these tasks can be developed in two directions: pre-defined rule-based and learning-based. The former, which relies on the expert knowledge, can be implemented as follows. As one of the simplest form, if a user explicitly asks for help via a dedicated user interfaces for that purpose, the algorithm can provide active facilitation. If users do not do anything for a certain amount of time, it would be an indicator that he or she needs some facilitation. On the other hand, if the system detects that a user repeatedly performs the same thing (e.g., repeatedly invoking the same views), it may be another sign of facilitation needs.
As the second type of algorithms, one can cast this problem as a supervised learning problem based on a collection of past user logs, or direct/indirect feedback data. That is, user logs work as input features, while target variables to predict correspond to their implicit/explicit user feedback about whether they need facilitation at a particular moment in time and/or whether the provided facilitation was helpful or not. Once a sufficient amount of user logs are collected, such a formulation can open up a possibility to apply various state-of-the-art machine learning approaches. For example, a recently popular sequence-based prediction model called recurrent neural networks, e.g., long short-term memory, can be a good candidate to tackle our facilitation tasks. In the work of Behrisch et al. (2014) , a decision tree classifier was trained from user relevance feedback and image features of candidate views to determine previously unseen but relevant views. Shao et al. (2017) used a similarity function defined for scatter plot views to recommend previously unseen scatter plot patterns from a scatter plot matrix, implementing guidance based on serendipity search (see also Section 3).
Recent work on quality metrics (or measures) for visualization can be used to inform both rule-based and learning-based guidance systems. A visual quality metric quantifies the expected usefulness of a data view, based on certain view properties. For example, if a view is highly cluttered (Ellis and Dix, 2007) , it is unlikely that a user will be able to identify or compare any patterns. Hence, a measure of clutter can be seen as a quality measure. In recent studies, different quality measures have been proposed for many important visualization techniques (Behrisch et al., 2018a; Bertini, 2011) . Quality measures can be used by a system in a ruleoriented manner by suggesting views of high quality measure. This can help to reduce time-consuming interactive searches for view parameters or data selections to create relevant views. Quality measures can also be used in a learning-oriented way, for example, learning to adapt which quality measures to use for a given analysis scenario.
In general, a drawback of machine learning is that it requires a significant amount of training data for a competitive performance, which can easily annoy or frustrate users. As ways to alleviate this problem, online and incremental learning, as well as transfer learning in this facilitation tasks, would be a promising research direction. Regarding quality measures, we note these are often heuristically defined and involve different parameters to set. Also, the kind of quality measure to use is a decision problem. A promising direction can also be information-theoretic approaches to assess the quality of views (Chen and Jänicke, 2010) ; a number of existing view quality measures implement information-theoretic concepts.
Modalities for guidance
Major modalities of providing assistance include textual or visual channels. Visual channels, such as color, highlighting, and animation, can provide different levels of attendance depending on which type of visual signal is applied. Textual information can provide more details, while a high attention cost may be required.
High-end immersive environments, such as large tiled display walls or CAVEs, can provide assistance to multiple users simultaneously (Klapperstueck et al., 2018) . Recent advances in low-cost augmented-, virtual-and mixed-reality devices, such as Microsoft Hololens, provide further opportunities for applying effective assistance with immersive environments in visual analytics applications . In addition to the traditional channels for providing assistance in visualization and visual analytics, sound/voice (hearing), touch/motion (haptic) or other nontraditional sensory channels can provide effective assistance if properly used (McCormack et al., 2018) . Natural language generation also holds promise for providing interpretative guidance for complex visualizations (Srinivasan et al., 2018) .
Further research in this area could also include how to coordinate multi-modalities in challenging real applications, for example, analytics tasks situated in a difficult environment: operators in the field, on the factory floor, the hospital ward or operating theatre and so on (Thomas et al., 2018) .
Validation of guidance
As with any visual analytics approaches, an artificial intelligence guided/facilitated visualization needs to be validated starting from its problem definition stage. Munzner's nested processing model for visualization design and validation (Munzner, 2009) and the seven evaluation scenarios of Lam et al. (2012) provide excellent guidelines for the design and validation of visualization. van Wijk (2013) and Carpendale (2008) provide an informative introduction to available evaluation techniques such as lab experiments, insight-based studies (North, 2006; North et al., 2011) , and field studies (Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2006) . Lam et al. (2012) provide valuable guidance on when to use which evaluation techniques. In this section, we focus on several unique challenges and potential solutions facing validation of guidance and readers can refer to the aforementioned articles for general approaches to visualization evaluation.
Objectives for guidance
Past work on evaluating recommender systems will inform our exploration of methods to validate the appropriateness of guidance, understand the impact of guidance on insights, and the potentially (de)biassing effects of guidance. For example, recommender systems are traditionally evaluated on the accuracy of the recommendation and whether it suits the needs of the user at the given moment and in a given context (i.e., is it accepted by the user). Newer models shifted away from solely providing accurate recommendations but rather a ranking of a set of recommendations taking into account not only their accuracy but also other objectives such as diversity and novelty. Specifically, Ge et al. (2010) propose the evaluation of recommender systems with regard to serendipity and coverage while Kaminskas and Bridge (2016) extend this evaluation design space with diversity and novelty. We will explore the parallels between these works and the concepts of guidance in visual analytics.
Coverage: In recommender systems, coverage refers to the degree to which recommendations cover the set of available items and the degree to which recommendations can be generated to all potential users (Ge et al., 2010) . Ge et al. (2010) further define coverage as (1) prediction coverage, namely the percentage of the items for which the system is able to generate a recommendation, and (2) catalogue coverage, namely the percentage of the available items which could ever be recommended to a user. In the context of guidance, we can define prediction coverage and catalogue coverage as the percentage of insights relevant to a task that can be discovered from the views/interactions guidance can lead to, and the percentage of the relevant insights that can be discovered from the views/interactions that guidance can bring to a user. Having good coverage is essential to break the information bubble (Resnick et al., 2013) and potential bias caused by automated guidance. A high catalogue coverage can help users find useful initial patterns and diverse alternative patterns in model construction even if they have an ill-defined starting point. A high predicted coverage reduces the risk of leaving useful information unexplored in the reasoning process. However, measuring coverage is rather challenging since the ground truth (e.g., the total number of relevant insights) is often unknown and its difficult to conduct exhaustive experiments to learn how many insights can be discovered in a guided approach. To address this challenge, heuristic approaches can be used, such as conducting an insight-based lab experiment (North, 2006; North et al., 2011) to prove that a guided approach has better coverage than a current practice, conducting multi-dimensional in-depth long-term case studies (Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2006) to collect expert opinions, or having algorithmic experiments to test how effectively and efficiently the guided system can access information from varying starting exploration points .
Diversity: A recommender system should propose a diverse range of different suggestions. In information retrieval systems, for example, offering a short list of only the closest matches to the search terms may lead to a very homogeneous list. A diverse list should include in the results list a variety of options even if they are different from the search terms (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) , which allows for disambiguation of user queries (such as Jaguar being an animal or a car) and may lead to a higher chance of satisfying a user's expectations and needs. A broad catalogue coverage would support a diversity of recommendations, which should be extended across all suggestion mechanisms of a guidance system in order to encourage serendipitous discovery.
Serendipity: Serendipitous insights are those that arise unexpectedly yet prove valuable (Niu et al., 2018) . Besides, serendipitous discoveries are often encountered in the natural human information-seeking process (Niu et al., 2018) . North highlights the value of visualization as an analysis technique that provides serendipitous insight (North, 2006) . Such ''good surprises'' are often a driving power for users to continue their exploration and should be encouraged by guidance. Niu et al. (2018) present an inspiring user study for serendipity evaluation of a computational module-facilitated health information system. Modeling serendipity as surprise and value (further decomposed as being useful and being interesting), they calculated the serendipity rating of artifacts as the aggregate of the three ratings of surprise, usefulness, and interestingness. In follow-up interviews, they asked whether the users encountered surprise, liked the surprise, and thought surprising results were interesting or useful, as well as analyzed whether the computational measures of surprise were correlated with user-perceived surprise.
Novelty: Kaminskas and Bridge (2016) define novelty as an objective of a recommender system in addition to serendipity. While closely related, novelty refers more generally to an item that was previously unknown to the user but does not necessarily carry the notion of being surprising. As Niu et al. (2018) describe it, novel items are discovered during a process of actively looking for new information whereas serendipitous items were discovered without actively looking for them. Serendipitous items are argued by Niu to be a subset of novel items in the discovery process. Diversity is important in the process of serendipitous discovery. In the context of information retrieval, novelty is a measure of difference and newness of a result compared to other results in the set. Analogously, in a visual analytics guidance system, novel suggestions would be different to previous suggestions and may extend the user's capabilities, broaden their knowledge base, or guide them in new analysis directions that were previously unexplored.
Evaluating guidance in the analytical reasoning process
Guidance should be an integrated part of the analytical reasoning process, which is difficult to be evaluated with simple tasks and quality assessing metrics. Complex tasks, such as information foraging tasks, often need to be used. The performance metrics are also multidimensional, which may include not only quality of the resulting artifacts, but also metrics about the exploration process itself, such as smoothness, transparency, and cognitive load of the exploration process. Here we highlight several practices that may inspire the design of guidance evaluation in the analytical reasoning process.
Employing complex information seeking tasks: For guidance aiming at goals such as training, engagement, and bias reduction, complex information seeking tasks, such as information foraging and browsing, may often provide deeper insights than simpler tasks such as factor finding. For example, Willett et al. (2007) employ an information foraging task for comparing prototypes with different levels of guidance. In this controlled experiment, subjects were asked to explore a dataset and collect evidence relevant to a task hypothesis assigned to them. Exploration history, discoveries, and user preference arising from this task provided rich insights about the prototypes evaluated.
Making use of exploration history: History tracking, which automatically records the exploration process of users, may provide very useful information for validation of guidance. In the problem definition stage, analyzing exploration history of existing practices may help designers accurately locate steps in the reasoning process where guidance is needed most. History can also help researchers evaluate alternative guidance approaches or figure out which, when, and how guidance features work. For example, Hijikata (2004) presents a user study that captured different types of mouse operations and compared the keywords checked by the subjects and the keywords extracted according to the mouse operations, to identify the most useful operations that can be used for guidance. Shrinivasan and van Wijk (2008) extract usage characteristics from exploration histories, and link them with free thoughts users recorded and comments in the follow-up interview, to discern the usefulness of different components in a guided visualization system.
Distinguishing different types of cognitive load: A plausible goal of guidance is to reduce the cognitive load. However, it would be overly simplistic to say that this should be a goal overriding all other concerns, since there are different types of cognitive load (Sweller, 1988) , and not all of them are undesirable. Yet, extraneous cognitive load is an overhead that interferes with understanding. It is induced by system designs without sufficient consideration of the structure of information and the cognitive process (Sweller, 1988) . Reducing extraneous cognitive load is a goal of facilitation. Meanwhile, germane cognitive load is desired since it represents users' efforts to process and comprehend the materials. It is devoted to schema acquisition and thus enhances learning (Sweller, 1988) , which is an important goal of facilitation. Liu et al. (2013) argue that the indications of an effective exploratory visualization system are low extraneous cognitive load and high germane cognitive load. This statement is also true for guided visualization systems. In many practices (Kang and Stasko, 2008) , cognitive load is measured by questionnaires such as the NASA TLX survey or through physiological measurements such as electroencephalography or pupil dilation measurements. With these approaches alone, it is difficult to identify extraneous cognitive load and germane cognitive load from the perceived cognitive load. To address this challenge, performance measures and user comments must be considered in cognitive load analysis. Liu et al. (2013) propose a practical approach that encodes user comments into three categories, namely Engagement, Neutral, and Frustration, and uses their counts as indicators of which type of cognitive load dominating the perceived cognitive load.
Developing metrics for automated monitoring: While user studies are useful for the design and validation of guidance systems it is instrumental to quantify the effectiveness of guidance non-intrusively during real-world analytics tasks. Measurable attributes need to be defined and integrated into a model that quantifies the overall effectiveness of guidance. Such attributes may relate to system related parameters (e.g., item coverage and visualization design space) as well as user-related parameters, including user profiles, interaction histories, and cognitive load.
Avoiding harmful guidance
Counter to the benefits of guidance discussed throughout this paper, there is a risk that guidance systems may also be harmful. For example, mixed-initiative systems in the past have been found to be overly interruptive and distracting if they try to provide help when it is not wanted. In addition, provided assistance may be inappropriate (Krisch, 2016) . If suggestions do not suit the user and context, this can, at best, be frustrating for the user. Worse, it could lead the analyst down at an unhelpful, unimportant, or misleading path. This could be overly biassing, for example, guidance algorithms following a ''more like this'' method could keep an analyst stuck in the early conclusions, never revealing new data.
On a higher level, prevalent facilitation in data analysis could lead to analytic atrophy: if the analyst begins to rely too heavily on the suggestions of the system, they may fail to think critically in important situations. Due to these risks, we advocate for a humanin-the-loop process, whereby guidance is just one tool in the analyst's toolbox. Guidance systems should reveal the reason behind particular suggestions and offer clarity on the level of confidence the system has in the suggestion. The locus of control for the entire process must remain with the human analyst, allowing for guidance to be easily dismissed.
Conclusion
Data analysis is a non-trivial process, which often requires the use of multiple diverse tools, looking at data from different perspectives, and applying various transformations to the data. It may not always be obvious to an analyst what should be done at a given moment and what tool to use for that. Guidance is seen as a primary means to resolve this problem, which is called the ''knowledge gap'' (Ceneda et al., 2017) . However, guidance can be beneficial to analysts even when they have no knowledge gap. It may be a means to make the analysis process more efficient, insights better validated, analysts more confident, bias avoided, and results clearly presented. In this paper, we have reviewed in a systematic way different aspects of guidance in the visual analysis process. While the earlier proposed conceptual model of guidance (Ceneda et al., 2017) is purely descriptive, we have tried to make our review more practically oriented by reasoning not only where in the analysis process and what kind of guidance can be provided but also how this can be implemented. In particular, what kinds of knowledge and information are needed for this.
To summarize, we have investigated the role of guidance in visualization and visual analytics, including the goals of guidance, the role in analytic processes and visualization tasks, implementation, and validation strategies. As interactive machine learning techniques and new interaction modalities become more integrated into visual analytics processes, we see many opportunities for deeper insights, easier workflows, and better accuracy from the human-machine analytic complex.
